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Abstract 
In many studies has been discussion to assessment relation between creativity and mathematic. We assess in article education 
methods of creativity (Brain storming methods and association). Also this article show that is necessary be allocated hours for 
education of creativity in mathematic classes. 
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1. Introduction 
    Today confirm that is creativity as important as mind and can increase it with application of special principles and 
stable environment. Therefore must appointed mind of student to activity. Thinking and also educate style of 
thinking to their. Because ability of creativity is natural function and is appearing it, possible in all of student. 
    One of the lessons that can be come stable field for appearing creativity, is mathematics lesson. In this lesson can 
to bring of secession state to real state, by critical thinking, present of problem solving by student, self esteem and 
sense of ability in there, to bring off also whit use of teaching active methods, planning of stimulation questions. 
Dehiscent their creativity of mathematics. We must let students to apply mathematics in life. [1] 
2. Creativity in educational system 
    Some of researchers state creativity to meaning ability of ideas and views in a unique method. Some other 
synonyms creativity to meaning achieve method problem solving. 
We in article suggested tow methods creativity education in mathematics [2, 3]. 
3. Association method 
    In this method write all of factors relative to problem create new ideas. Below objectives achieve to relative 
between parts of problem.  
1.3 separate parts of problem 
2.3 finding relation between these parts 
3.3 record relations regularity 
4.3 analyzing consequence relations for finding ideas and models 
5.3 increasing new ideas by these models. Below examples show that how what achieve above objectives.  
    Parallelogram area: parallelogram ABCD divided to triangle ABD an ACD.  
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Figure 1 
 
Triangle area ABD is equal to:    
̅̅ ̅̅    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅
 
 
Triangle area ACD is equal to:    
̅̅ ̅̅    ̅̅̅̅̅
 
 
    Since two triangle areas is equal, than with twice one of them we find area of parallelogram.  
                                       
̅̅ ̅̅    ̅̅̅̅̅
 
   ̅̅ ̅̅    ̅̅ ̅̅   
The base of a   high = area of parallelogram 
4. Brain storming method 
    This method administration is under view's teacher. In beginning teacher discuss the problem then begins the 
debate. Each student suggest unknown and ambiguous idea for solution or a question and about problem and other 
their view discuss about it and or develop same previous ideas. Teacher encourages student to more debate and or if 
necessary guide them. Usually this discussions ends white achieve to fully answer the question.  
    Sometimes comes one new problem between other previous discussions. In this method teacher's role is very 
important. He should encourage students in present idea so that students not escape of offer in correct idea. 
Important point in this method is no one has the right to fussiness. In the following example can be seen such a 
debate.    
    The teaching method concepts geometric: 
1.4 Students can cut each angles triangle and according the following shape, besides there are, surprisingly these 
results are that in all triangles sum of the angles in trilateral is fixed. Want of student talk and record resorts.   
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Figure 2  
 
2.4 Per student ear make framework with brown tape and plate nickel that per frame have triangles. Then select 
tapes with different length and will variant this triangles.  
3.4 Students can make quadrilateral with the same device that was 2 (brown tape and plate nickel) and this 
quadrilateral convert to 2 triangle with other brown tape that join of a corner to corner.  
    And they know for make of quadrilaterals need to 4 tapes and with 5th tape can change it to 2 triangle and convert 
to quadrilateral to 2 triangles. This experience perform with hexagonal and pentagon and other polygon and achieve 
shapes as same below samples and self information's record in the table. 
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Figure 3  
    Create table and write self findings. 
 
Number of tape necessary 
for make of frame
Number of tapes necessary for 
convert polygon to cringle Number of triangle 
3 
4 
5 
6 
O 
1 
2 
3
1 
2 
3 
4 
Table 1 
    After applicate per student on number of this polygon, can ask them whether they see a pattern in the table. In 
other words, when work began to boil triangle it is added to the number of sides (the first column). The second 
column of the table start from zero and goes up to one. Also achieved a number of trilateral is added to one to one.  
4.4 Each of the students who saw themselves as the trilateral angles are equal angles, but one smaller and one 
longer. So they thought how small the mount to be determined accurately. Teacher with use this thought, as a 
practical educate measure angles with a protractor and each student will learn to measure angles with each of the 
trilateral concludes that all angles of a triangle is 180 degrees. Then terms relating to right angles, acute and obtuse 
are said. Needs more practice measuring angles, and each student must make an independent practice.  
5.4 The students perform the activities listed in 1 and 2 and 3 attend that if make trilateral or quadrilateral … use of 
equal strips, shapes obtained will regularly polygon and would otherwise not regularly. Of course they can this 
experiment perform to other style. Teacher give regularly shapes to students and they put on sheet and then with 
cutter cut it.  
    If to place authority students regularly quadrilateral similar to square and students puts it on sheet and with cutter 
cut it, can achieve quadrangle similar to first square and with use of past experiment measure angle and lateral of 
square and conclude that lateral of square is equal and have 4 angle that each angle is equal 40 degree. Then want of 
this experiment continue with regularly polygon and write achieved results in one table.  
 
Total of achieve shape angles Number of triangles Number of lateral 
2 
4 
6 
1 
2 
3 
3 
4 
5 
Table 2 
    They assess that whether correct achieve numbers in non-regularly polygon of above table or not?  
    Some of the students can write result with calculate of total angles on base number of 90 degree angles in one 
table.  
    The below table provide in order to teachers a wariness. Of course students can provide similar table with it. 
  
Number of lateral Number of triangles Total of angles on base right angle 
Total of angles 
(degree) 
Internal angles 
(degree) 
3 
4 
5 
6 
8 
1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
2 
4 
6 
8 
12 
180 
360 
540 
720 
1080 
60 
90 
108 
120 
135 
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Table 3 
    Remember that students guide by teacher in all stages of polygon building and students state ideas and extreme 
result.  
5. Conclusion 
    So that creative solution of problem process can show with below diagram that perfectly reach fulfillment in 
association method and brain storming. 
 
Creative solution of problem process's diagram 
    Teacher must perform strong management and educate creativity for students.  
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